Amazing Adventure Race

Team Kick-Off
Teams gather at the start, grab race supplies, create a team identity, and listen up for the Amazing Adventure Race rules.

Collaborative Strategy
Take a break from technology and truly Connect with your teammates. It’s up to each team to determine what to do and where to go. Teams work together to decipher a series of complex codes to uncover the race locations. Points, distance, and complexity determine which locations will be found.

Teams in Action!
Teams put their strategy into action and plot a course of navigation that maximizes points earned. Race challenges require teams to engage in creative team challenges, uncover interesting facts, and snap laugh out loud photos and videos.

The Final Results & Team Celebration
Teams race to the finish. Judges tally the results and the winners are?!
Ready, Set, Race!

Take a break from technology and experience the sights and sounds of your surroundings. The Amazing Adventure Race has all team members fully engaged while scanning the periphery in search of opportunities and performance points.

Vision and Strategy, Effective Execution, and the ability to Adapt the Plan leads to team success. It’s not the fastest team that earns the most points, it’s the smartest teams!

Group Size: 25 – 500
Teams Size: 5 – 10
Program Length: 2 – 4 hours
Venue: Located across the US in city centers, parks, beaches, historical locations, zoos, and museums. Or, ask about customizing a location for your team.